The White Thing
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The violence in society...

it's affecting me...

I can see my future...

and what I'm gonna be...

It doesn't look too great...

so I pull closer to

and I'm feeling kind of scared...

I should get to thinking...

now because

my future's really near...

at this very moment there are people out...

of what people are acting reckless and people...

getting hurt...

I'm just a kid who watches T.V., magazines...

and my friends, but it's not easy as...

seems...

Praying for the day...

to be over and for the day...

when things will be...
If only they can hear my words, and see things how I do... well, I think my generation would be really really "COOL"

Without the disrespect
Without the bad behavior
we can still have fun, just united as ONE

A WORLD WITH NO VIOLENCE
If the day ever comes...
I will pray 'til then,
keep praying 'til the end
This nonsense needs to stop
It really needs to stop...
It really needs to stop...
It really needs to stop...
I feel bad for the cops

I have a dream, just like Martin Luther King

Maybe mine will come true too...
with the help of you!